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SHORT MESSAGING SERVICE 
(SMS)  1-WAY OR 2-WAY INTERACTIVE 

SOLUTIONS INENGLISH, CHINESE & OTHER 

LANGUAGE   (SUPPORT UNICODE)

1. Internet to Mobile SMS

2. Corporate LAN to Mobile SMS

3. Standalone PC to Mobile SMS

4. Subscription SMS Service

4. Concatenated SMS

5. Contact Information

6. Application Example

This solution is most suitable for SMS 
communication on a global basis.

For corporation with multi-sites around the 
globe, each country site can host a SMS 
server and relay the short messages from 
other countries to their local mobile phones. 
A web page is used for sending SMS, with 
country and language selection. 

This solution also works for corporations 
with multi-sites but within the same country. 
In this case, only one SMS server is required.

For corporation with LAN or VPN 
connectivity, one SMS server can be used to 
send SMS from web page. Two-way 
interactive application can also be developed 
by industry applications for mobile banking, 
brokerage, retail, or other services.

One of the many examples, is inventory 
checking, the SMS message carries the part 
number, and the mobile application returns 
the inventory level.

(for interactive application development, 
please contact info@wealth-tech.com to 
discuss processing requirements.)

SME or SOHO can send SMS en mass to 
clients directly from laptop/notebook 
without Internet connection. Greeting, 
reminder, confirmation or information 
service to groups of clients is most speedy 
with this solution. 

Clients on the road can receive the message 
more conveniently than using e-mail.

WealthTech Management currently has SMS 
server in Hong Kong (and completed trials in 
Canada and USA).  Other locations can be 
added readily depending on client needs.

We can send SMS for you to your clients as 
subscription service, or you can log on web 
site  www.wealth-tech.com to send SMS to 
your clients directly. A username and 
password is all it takes. Please contact us for 
further details.

The system can break long messages into 
multiple SMS messages.

e-mail : info@wealth-tech.com or
call (852)-9439-1127

Stock Quotes : a brokerage house provides 
SMS stock quote to clients; by sending a 
SMS message with the stock quote, to the 
SMS server, the High, Low and Close of 
the stock price are sent back as SMS 
message to the client’s phone.

Alerts : Travel agents send breaking news 
to their tour guides when they are out of 
town, to keep them refreshed on current 
development.

Sales Promotion : Retail shops announce 
to their clients on particular sales 
promotion.

Remote Control : ‘Keys’ to unlock control, 
sent as SMS message, e.g. to activate 
remote camera and capture remote image.

Bingo : mobile betting service with SMS.

Account checking : mobile banking service 
with SMS.

Inventory Update: check against current 
inventory level with part number.

***

(Assumption : SMS can transit locally on different telecom 
providers’ network, e.g. in Hong Kong.)
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